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problem-lexicography-requires a sufficiently comprehensive answer to the first problem-morphology. Unfortunately, although we remain optimistic that a lexicological answer to the questionable semantic field of the word ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ may eventually be given, such an explanation cannot be made without significant exegetical elaboration, space for which is unavailable in the confines of the present article. Therefore, the explicit goal of the present article is to propose a solution to the former problem-the morphology of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫.תִּ‬ In the present study, we will clarify the morphological development undergone by the form ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫.תִּ‬ The peculiarities of the word's development will lead to several conclusions concerning the linguistic context in which Hos 11:3 was written. We trace the word to a tG-stem form, comparable to the Aramaic hitpeʿel or itpeʿel. We argue that the form has been conditioned by its morphosyntactic environment and therefore does not exhibit some of the expected hallmarks of such forms, such as the prefixed ‫.ה‬ This analysis provides some degree of confirmation that northern (i.e., Israelian) Hebrew (IH)2 F 2 contained a semi-productive tGstem.3 F 3 Yet before the morphological analysis of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ may begin, a brief preliminary discussion of traditional interpretations of Hos 11:3 is necessary.
I. EARLIER INTERPRETATIONS
The LXX B offers the apparently enigmatic συνεπόδισα, "I bound the feet [of Ephraim]" in its rendering of Hos 11:3a. Similarly, the 2 For the concept of "Israelian Hebrew" as distinct from the Judahite Hebrew that later became the predominant dialect represented in the Hebrew Bible, see, e.g., G.A. Rendsburg, Israelian Hebrew in Hebrew, Transjordanian Hebrew, and Galilean Hebrew. In general, we do not possess the quantity of data necessary to make such small distinctions, so we content ourselves with the umbrella term IH, recognizing it as the polar contrast to JH [Judahite Hebrew]" (ibid.).
3 By "semi-productive" we intend to indicate a grammatical form that, when analyzed synchronically, is used in new formulations and compositions (i.e., is productive), while at the same time, when viewed diachronically, is in the process of becoming vestigial. Because the tG-stem was used in a variety of forms and with at least five different verbal roots (see below, section II.c), it seems as though the stem was productive in northern Hebrew for at least part of the biblical period (until ca. 600 BCE). However, the rarity of the stem as it may be traced in Biblical Hebrew, combined with the clear indications that the stem was not recognized by the Masoretes as independent of the hitpaʿel, suggests that the tG-stem was already becoming vestigial-if not entirely so-by the time of the closure of the Hebrew canon.
Syro-Hexapla renders wʾnʾ pkrt lʾprym "I bound Ephraim." The Greek verb συμποδίζω renders several Hebrew and Aramaic verbs throughout the LXX. In LXX Ps 17:40; 19:9; 77:31 [=MT 18:40; 20:9; 78:31] , συμποδίζω is a translation of the Hebrew verb ‫כרע‬ "to bow down." In Prov 20:11, it is a translation of the hitpaʿel of the Hebrew verb ‫,נכר‬ meaning "to make oneself known" or "to be recognized." In Zech 13:3, this same verb translates the Hebrew verb ‫דקר‬ "to pierce"; here the LXX translation has the effect of mitigating the punishment of the false prophet. None of these glosses provide an overwhelmingly sensible translation of Hos 11:3. However, in two clear cases συμποδίζω renders Hebrew or Aramaic words meaning "to bind": the Aramaic ‫כפת‬ in Dan 3:20, 21, 23 (and in the LXX plus in v. 22) , and the Hebrew verb ‫עקד‬ "to bind" in the LXX B of Gen 22:9.
Other ancient witnesses translate the word much differently. For example, the Vulgate renders et ego quasi nutritius ephraim "and I was like a nurse/tutor to Ephraim." Along similar lines, Symmachus rendered ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ with ἐπαιδαγώγουν "I trained, nurtured," which seems to have been a rather liberal way of translating within the same semantic field utilized by Jerome. It is not entirely clear, however, what the semantic field "to bind" might have to do with "being a nurse."
Early in the religious tradition's transmission history, interpretive attempts were made to unite these two glosses, "to bind" and "to be a nurse." For example, St. Cyril of Alexandria (early-5th century CE) argued that [t] he comparison comes from what is done in the case of children: people picking up small babies in their hands bind them together [συμποδίζουσιν αὐτὰ], as it were, by holding their feet together. As I see it, everyone sitting down has to close their thighs and knees, which is the meaning of I bound together [συνεπόδισα] , as is also recorded of Abraham, that he bound together [συνεπόδισεν] his son Isaac when he was expecting to sacrifice him to God. Now, you should know that the Hebrews and even the other translators do not have the word bound together [συνεπόδισα] , saying instead, "I was like a nurse to Ephraim."4 F 4 While this is a noble attempt to bridge the gaps between the competing interpretations, and one with much to recommend it, it does not provide an adequately sophisticated rationale for its lexicographic interpretation, translating instead on the basis of 
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context. In the twentieth century, N.H. Tur-Sinai sought to bolster this combined "binding-nursing" interpretation by adducing Akk. tarkullu as a cognate of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫5.תִּ‬ F 5 This cross-Semitic comparison, he argued, suggested that Heb. ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ indicated the binding of a baby in diapers. Unfortunately, the comparison is not compelling, because both AHw and CAD analyze the word tarkullu as a Sumerian loan, glossing "mooring post."6 F 6 Without the strong Semitic etymology based on the root ‫,רגל√‬ LXX's translation with a specific type of "foot-" or "leg-binding" falls through, and the comparison loses its persuasiveness.7 F 7
The other ancient witnesses are equally interpretive to those already mentioned. Theodotian renders κατὰ πόδας "I was at the heels of [Ephraim] ," but this reading is exegetically difficult, and does not provide especially good sense in a context of parental care. The Peshiṭta glosses more mundanely, wʾnʾ dbrt lʾprym "I led Ephraim." While all three translations preserve the selfevidently podiatric connotations of the verbal root ‫‪-if‬רגל√‬ only implicitly-none provide a clear and overwhelming interpretation of the word ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫.תִּ‬ Subsequent scholarship has fared little better in its interpretation of the passage. Ibn Janāḥ, a Medieval Jewish grammarian (early 11th cent. C.E.), provided two different meanings for the word, both proceeding from the assumption that the form was used in place of the causative ‫:הרגלתי‬ "to be accustomed to" and "to lift up."9 F 9 With respect to the first, "this expression is in accordance with the ancestors' description of the one who is accustomed to things as ‫;רגיל‬ therefore, the translation of the phrase is 'I made ‫אפרים‬ accustomed [to the fact that] I would take them on my arm'."1 0 F 10 However, after an explanation of the reading ‫י‬ ‫ֹתַ‬ ‫רוֹע‬ ‫,זְ‬ rather than MT's ‫יו‬ ָ ‫ֹת‬ ‫רוֹע‬ ‫,זְ‬ ibn Janāḥ suggested, More recently, M. Jastrow has offered the translations: nipʿal "to be wont to"; hipʿil 2 "to make familiar, to accustom"; hipʿil 3 "to lead, to persuade"; and ‫רגל‬ afʿel "to lead, to perhaps the meaning of ‫תרגלתי‬ is "I lifted up"; thus its translation is "I lifted up ‫,אפרים‬ taking them upon my arm," that is to say, "I lifted their feet up off the ground," in the sense of [Exod. 19:4 HUCA 17 (1942 HUCA 17 ( -1943 Hebrew and Cognate Learning, 1933) , 90 §25e. 13 Cf., however, M.D. Goldman's proposal that the verb is a "rare causative" form with a root cognate to Arab. √RǦL "to allow to suck its mother," compared (speciously) to Num 11:12, and meaning "to suckle" ("The Real Interpretation of Os 11,3," AusBR 4 [1954 -1955 , 91-92; also see ThWAT, 7:343) . Contrast Rudolph and Macintosh, who argue against this proposal, in light of the verb's primary usage for animals, and only improbably for humans; W. Rudolph, Hosea (KAT; Stuttgart: Mohn, 1966), 209 n. 3; Macintosh, Hosea, 443. 14 See, e.g., KJV: "I taught Ephraim also to go"; ASV: "Yet I taught Ephraim to walk"; NIV: "It was I who taught Ephraim to walk"; NJB: "I myself taught Ephraim to walk"; RSV: "Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to walk"; NRSV: "Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to walk"; JPS: "And I, I taught Ephraim to walk"; cf. the anomalous TNK: "I have pampered 6 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES the verb along similar lines.1 5 F 15 These early and modern interpreters have in common their understanding of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ as a verbal form derived from some sort of oddly affixed stem tipʿel.
Despite the overwhelming number of commentators who hold to this consensus view, several other interpreters have dissented, calling the verbal form a denominative verb, that is, a verb derived secondarily (i.e., verbalized) from an established nominal form.1 6 F 16 English examples of denominative verbs would include "to chair (a meeting)," "to table (a resolution)," and "to critique (a paper)." These scholars may be divided roughly into two groups, distinguished by the respective semantic fields they attribute to the verb.
The first group, led by J. Barth, apparently continues to gloss the verb causatively (which occasions his proposed translation "ich habe gegängelt?" ["I treated like a child"]), but apparently draws that connotation from the context rather than from any particular semantic addition occasioned by the t-prefix. 18 The second group, which includes many Hebrew grammarians, argues for a denominative origin of the word ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ having to do with "leading."1 9 F 19 Prominent within this group are F.I. Andersen and D.N. Freedman, who raise significant contextual and grammatical issues in opposition to the traditional (causative) translation of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫2.תִּ‬ 0 F 20 They argue that the causative interpretation "I taught to walk" is mistakenly founded on the persistent parental imagery throughout Hosea 11. Although this criticism is perhaps sensible, Andersen and Freedman go on to argue that [t] he denominative of rgl is the Pi'el, which has the highly technical meaning "to spy, reconnoiter." The need for another denominative verb for a different kind of walking could have evoked the Tip'el, meaning "to lead, walk in front of." The preformative is a morph which makes a quadriliteral root with a specialized meaning, here in a noun form. The action described is correlative with walking behind, the usual expression for loyal following of Yahweh. Such leadership was in evidence in the wilderness journey, and especially in entering the promised land.2 1 F 21
Andersen and Freedman therefore prefer to translate v. 3aα as "I was a guide for Ephraim,"2 2 F 22 presumably on the basis of the Targum and Peshiṭta. Yet, several aspects of this solution are problematic:
1. The characterization of the t-preformative form as creating a "quadriliteral root" is dubious, since the lexical root remains ‫,רגל√‬ and is merely augmented by a putatively nominal preformative prefix. The verbal "root" is quadriliteral only insofar as the verb utilizes a (hypothesized, but unattested) noun ‫ל‬ ‫גֵּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫*תַּ‬ or the like as its verbal base. 2. The interpretive jump from the debated meaning of 8 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES this root in the piʿel "to spy" to the "denominative" tipʿel meaning "to guide" is left without support or explanation. 23 Although it remains plausible that Andersen and Freedman are correct in their assessment that "neither this [i.e., the reflexive] sense nor a causative ('I made walk') seems appropriate here," 24 their argument is based only on the premise that the reflexive meaning is not suitable in this context, a supposition open to hermeneutical question because it is made on the basis of the interpreters' desire to draw a specific meaning from the passage. The gloss is no less arbitrary a proposal than the traditional causative translation "I taught to walk." 3. Finally, it is unclear how the "need for another denominative verb" could have "evoked" the tipʿel. The meaning of a denominative verb is closely associated with that of the source noun. Generally speaking, if X is the basic noun, the verb will mean… "to make X", "to produce X"… if it is transitive… . An important criterion, then, for identifying denominative verbs and distinguishing them from ordinary verbs is whether the meaning of the source noun and the denominative verb are rather specific and closely similar, in the sense that they form the nominal and the verbal expression of a single action… . The more specialized this meaning is, the more certain we can be about the denominative character of the verb in question. 
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JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES denominalization of the nouns. In each case, there is another, more probable explanation for the respective morphologies of these verbal forms, all relating to the commonly attested Semitic tG/Gtstem. Handled in an order different from that given above, the following observations on each word can be made:
(a) ‫ם‬ ‫גָּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תֻ‬ ‫מְ‬ is plausibly analyzed as showing direct influence from Aramaic, with its verbs ‫ם‬ ‫גֵּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ "to deliver, proclaim," and ‫ם‬ ‫גֵּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תַּ‬ "to interpret, translate, explain,"3 2 F 32 themselves attributed to Akkadian influence (cf. the verb ragāmu, found in the Gt-stem in Old Assyrian, with the meaning "raise claims against each other,"3 3 F 33 and in the more common Assyrian and Babylonian nominal form targumannu "interpreter, dragoman"3 4 F 34 ). Although the root is undoubtedly native to panSemitic (see, e.g., Ug. √RGM), the distribution of the word as a quadriliteral verb in Aramaic ‫)תרגם(‬ and Ethiopic (targ w ama)3 5 F 35 would suggest that the word had already taken shape as a quadriliteral verb before it spread through several languages. Irrespective of whether the Hebrew form is a borrowing directly from Akkadian or indirectly from Akkadian through Aramaic, the form may be removed from discussion as a foreign loan. (b) Although ‫ם‬ ‫יכֶ‬ ‫פוֹצוֹתִ‬ ‫תְּ‬ is regularly taken to be either a product of textual corruption or a conflation of ‫פוּצוּ‬ ָ ‫תּ‬ and ‫ם‬ ‫יכֶ‬ ‫יצוֹתִ‬ ‫פִ‬ ‫3,הֲ‬ 6 F 36 the verb shows every indication of being a morphosyntactically conditioned 1.c.sg. suffixconjugation with a prefixed ‫,ת‬ showing regular development.3 7 F 37 (c) Similarly, ‫ה‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫תַ‬ ‫תְּ‬ and ‫ה‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫תַ‬ ‫מְ‬ show indications of being a regularly affixed prefix-conjugation and participle, respectively, of a verbal stem containing a prefixed ‫ת‬ before the base. As previously mentioned, the Hebrew nominal forms ‫תחרה‬ and ‫רוּת‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫תַּ‬ have an Aramaic cognate in the word ‫א‬ ‫רוּתָ‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫,תַּ‬ attested in Targumic Aramaic, but it would seem that this noun is itself a nominal form built from the same root as the 36 E.g., GKC, 258 §91l. 37 Hutton, "Morphosyntactic Explanation," 151-69. productive in this root: R. Payne Smith lists several examples-encompassing a number of different nuances-of the verb ʾeṯḥrā. 38 These last two observations provide us with an alternative etymology of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ to be explored. Consideration of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ as a denominalization-verbalization of a supposed noun ‫ל‬ ‫גֵּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ is an inadequate understanding of the verbal form under discussion. Instead, we propose that sensitivity to the three caveats raised above occasions a more philologically sound and contextually meaningful understanding of the verb ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫.תִּ‬ In the following argument, we suggest the author of Hos 11:3 used a productivealbeit rare-verbal stem that is the Hebrew remnant of the common Semitic tG/Gt-stem. A survey of cognate stems, of both tG-and Gt-form, in the other Semitic languages (sections II.a-b) provides the foundational principles whereby we explain the morphological development of ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ (rendered throughout the following discussion in Latin characters as tirgaltî). Although the tG-stem was rarely used in Classical Hebrew, a survey of its apparent occurrences (section II.c) will demonstrate its historical existence in at least one dialectal variant of this language, namely, Israelian Hebrew (IH).3 9 F 39 In section II.c, we argue that the word does not take the normally expected form of a Hebrew tG-stem. Although the prefix ti-and the assumed original *i theme vowel (reduced to a in tirgaltî through the purported operation of Philippi's law4 0 F 40 ) have lent to the form tirgaltî the common stem name tipʿel,4 1 F 41 the verb tirgaltî in fact displays an allomorph of the slightly more common Hebrew retention of the Proto-Semitic [PS] tG-stem.4 2 F 42 As will be demonstrated below, the expected form of the verb under examination, independent of any conditioning environment, would probably have been the (unattested) form **hitrāgaltî. This reanalysis of the verbal form tirgaltî disposes with any need to reconstruct a relic Hebrew tipʿel stem; therefore, that siglum will be abandoned in favor of the more appropriate "tG" in the remainder of this study. By extension, a few of the other verbal forms discussed above (specifically, ‫ם‬ ‫יכֶ‬ ‫פוֹצוֹתִ‬ ‫,תְּ‬ ‫ה‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫תַ‬ ‫,תְּ‬ and ‫ה‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫תַ‬ ‫מְ‬ [= tĕpôṣôtîkem, tĕtaḥăreh, and mĕtaḥăreh]) are likely to be similar remnants of an original tG-stem in Hebrew.
II. MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

II.A. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE tG-AND Gt-STEMS IN OTHER
SEMITIC LANGUAGES There can be no question that the affixed-*t (tG/Gt) complement of the simple qatala-form G-stem is traceable to Proto-Semitic, as it can be found in both East and West Semitic language families. Instead, the major inquiries underlying study of the affixed-*t stems center on the original form of the verb in each stem (tG/Gt, tD/Dt, etc.). Observation shows that the purely formal division between tG-and Gt-stems does not follow linguistic familial lines: consider, for example, the tG-stem forms from Hebrew (HdO, 54; Leiden: Brill, 2001 ), 157). In the Ahirom inscription (KAI 1), this form is used twice: tḥtsp "may it be removed" and thtpk "may it be overturned" (see also Friedrich and Röllig, Grammatik, 94 §150). Commentators generally vocalize the strong verb as yiptaʿal, but the absence of vocalization in the texts renders this reconstruction tentative, and is most likely to be traced back to comparison with Ugaritic (see Appendix A.2, below). The Gt-stem is to be distinguished from the tD-stem in Punic, in which no metathesis has occurred; cf. the hitpaʿel in Harris, Grammar, 42 §13.6; Friedrich and Röllig, Grammatik, 94 §149; Krahmalkov, Grammar, 156) . Z.S. Harris adduces a t-stem reflexive in Phoenician, comparing the extant forms of those of Ugaritic and Amarna Canaanite, as well as Canaanite place names preserved in Hebrew (see below, §3), but earlier had called the Gt-stem a "middle" (Development of the Canaanite Dialects: An Investigation in Linguistic History [AOS, 16; New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1939], 62; cf. idem, Grammar, 43) . Compare also Krahmalkov's translations and description of the stem as expressing "the intransitive of a transitive verb" (Grammar, 157). In opposition, it is possible to translate the Phoenician Gt-stem passively as well; e.g., Garr, Dialect Geography, 119. 48 Although the Gt-stem occurs in Moabite in only one verbal root (√LḤM), it is found in three different forms. The prefix-conjugation is attested twice as wʾltḥm "and I fought" (KAI 181 [=Mesha Inscr.]:11, 15), once in the imperative hltḥm "fight!" (line 32) and once as an affixed infinitive construct bhltḥmh "when he fought" (line 19). For a relatively brief discussion, see K.P. Jackson, "The Language of the Mesha 14 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES Arabic (Pref.: yaqtatilu; Suff.: (ʾi)qtatala; Imptv.: (ʾi)qtatil; Inf.: (ʾi)qtitālun; Part.: muqtatilun) 49 ; and the coincidence of the tG-and Gt-stems in Aramaic (albeit in different dialects). 50 Despite the variation of the Semitic languages exhibiting a tGstem and a Gt-stem, it is possible to reconstruct a plausible development whereby this variation occurred. The earliest situation in Semitic seems to have been the form prefixed with a *t-(i.e., the tG-stem). 51 As is clear from the distribution of languages exhibiting the secondary Gt-stem, the metathesis of the derivational prefix *twith the first radical [R1] cannot be a genetic development, but should rather be understood as the effect of convergent development among the many languages exhibiting that stem. 52 S.J. Lieberman has plausibly linked this metathesis to analogical development occasioned by the relative frequency of the Št-stems in Semitic (which appears even in those languages featuring a causative C-stem exhibiting the lenition of the original *š > h or ʾ 53 ). Accordingly, "under the analogical influence of the st stems the sequence /ts/ was changed to /st/, whenever the two were contiguous." 54 In some languages, argues Lieberman, this metathesis was extended to some or all *t-preformative stems, and not only to those roots beginning with a sibilant. 55 Inscription," in Andrew Dearman (ed. 52 Contra Diem, "Entwicklung," 40-47 § §11-16. 53 Lieberman cites the Arabic IV form (ʾafʿala) and the X form (istafʿala), the Ethiopic II, 1 [= Lambdin's CG] stem (ʾaqtala) and IV, 1 [= Lambdin's CGt] stem (ʾastaq[a]tala), the unproductive-but commonHebrew relic hištapʿel stem ‫שְׁ‬ ‫הִ‬ ‫ה‬ ‫וָ‬ ‫חֲ‬ ‫תַּ‬ from the root √ḤWY, and the corresponding Aramaic relic found in the verbal form ‫לוּן‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫כְ‬ ‫תַּ‬ ‫שְׁ‬ ‫יִ‬ (Ezra 4:13, 16) from √KLL ("Afro-Asiatic Background," 615, 616 n. 217).
54 Lieberman, "Afro-Asiatic Background," 615. 55 For a more precise account, see Lieberman, "Afro-Asiatic Background," 615-16. This thesis is generally in line with a number of Because Lieberman's proposal relies on the particular ordering of the derivational *št prefix, we should not expect any further metathesis between the *t and R1 in the Št-stem itself (i.e., yielding **š=q=t=atal 56 or the like), nor should we expect any such metathesis in the N-stem, where the derivational prefix was of a different articulation. 57 Moreover, Lieberman recognizes that the metathesis of the derivational *t prefix with R1 was inconsistently applied in many languages exhibiting productive tG/Gt-and tD/Dt-stems. On one hand, this rationale explains the situation of Akkadian, for example, which contrasts the infixed Gt-stem (pitrusum) and Dt-stem (putarrusum) over against the prefixed Nstem (naprusum) and Št-stem (šutaprusum). According to Lieberman, in Akkadian, "the t-affix was put after the radical of the verb without other augmentation, and that 'infixing' was presumably subsequently generalized to other stems." 58 On the other hand, Lieberman's proposal is also able to account for Arabic's metathesis of the derivational *t with the first radical in the VIII (Gt) form (iftaʿala) but not in the V (tD) or VI (tL) forms (tafaʿʿala and tafāʿala, respectively): Arabic, he argues, "took the infixing of /t/ to be a distinguishing mark of the t-form of a verb without other augmentation, and kept the /t/ in front of the first radical for the otherwise augmented stems." 59 Thus, neither the X (Št) form (istafʿala) nor the VII (N) form (infaʿala) undergoes 57 The ubiquitous affixation of the *n derivational prefix in the N-stem of Semitic languages moreover confirms that the *t was similarly originally prefixed (e.g., Lieberman, "Afro-Asiatic Background," 610-19; cf. J. Grand'henry, "Le verbe réfléchi-passif à préfixé de la forme simple dans les dialectes arabes," Mus 88 [1975], 441-47) . 58 Lieberman, "Afro-Asiatic Background," 615. 59 Ibid.
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JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES metathesis. Similarly, despite the fact that Ugaritic had a tD-stem (with prefixed *t), the derivational *t of the corresponding G-stem form was infixed (Gt). 60 In essence, Lieberman argues that this metathesis must be traced to a large number of convergent analogical developments within Proto-Semitic's daughter languages, and specifically to those that still retain a productive Št-stem. His proposal goes a long way towards understanding the causes for the distribution of tG and Gt stems in the Semitic languages. 61 Moreover, for the purposes of the present argument, it may be considered as ancillary to the developments proposed below. 62 The metathesis of R1 and derivational *t in the Gt-and Dt-stems described here is best considered as a rule internal to the various languages exhibiting such stems with an infixed derivational *t: 63 (1) *tR 1 > R 1 t {in certain stem-conditioned environments}
II.B. THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE tG-STEM'S DERIVATIONAL PREFIX/INFIX
Insofar as it is possible to reconstruct the Proto-Semitic antecedents of the derived stems, the development of the tG/Gtstem in the Northwest Semitic languages may be reconstructed with some degree of confidence. Although Diem reconstructs an original *ta morpheme that diverged into the allomorphic set 60 See E. Verreet, "Beobachtungen zum ugaritischen Verbalsystem," UF 16 (1984), 307-21; J. Huehnergard, "A Dt Stem in Ugaritic?" UF 17 (1985), 402. 61 See also Diem, "Entwicklung," 40-47 § §11-16. 62 Garr has shown decisively that the *hi-prefix of the nipʿal infinitive and imperative (and consequently of the hitpaʿel suff.-conj., pref.-conj., and imperative forms) does not share the same morphological origin of the hipʿil prefix, which is to be derived from an original *š-. Instead, the former is an analogical extension of the latter (see below, section II.b). 63 This discussion is not meant to describe the phonologically conditioned metathesis occurring in Hebrew and Aramaic roots beginning with sibilants, although a relation between the two environments of metathesis cannot be ruled out at this point (see Lieberman, "Afro-Asiatic Background," 616). For Aramaic, see the verb *hitšakaḥ > hištăkaḥ or hištĕkaḥ in Dan 2:35; 6:24; and Ezra 6:2; cf. the related forms in Dan 5:11, 12, 14, 27; and 6:5, 23. For Hebrew, see examples in GKC, 70 §19n, 149 §54b; Bauer and Leander, Historische Grammatik, 217 §23a; Joüon, 1:158 §53e). Akkadian reverses (or, more precisely, did not undergo) the metathetical rule in unprefixed forms from roots containing a sibilant or voiced dental R 1 (e.g., the infinitive tiṣbutum [rather than **ṣitbutum]). In many respects, this failure of metathesis to operate consistently may be attributed to the fact that Gt-stem forms from such roots assimilate the derivational *t when they contain prefixes (e.g., durative iṣṣabbat, perfect iṣṣatbat, etc.; Huehnergard, Grammar of Akkadian, 390-91 §33.1; see also, e.g., Brockelmann, GVG, 1:157 §56a, 171 §60bγ; von Soden, GAG, 35 §29e.
{/ta/, /t/}, depending on its morphophonemic environment, 64 this reconstruction is overly complicated and predicated on the specious assertion of the primacy of the system found in Ethiopic. Instead, it is much more likely that the derivational prefix, consisting only of the single phonemic segment *t, was appended directly to the verbal base. 65 Dealing primarily with the Hebrew nipʿal, Garr plausibly and convincingly reconstructs a pre-Proto-Semitic derivational N-stem prefix *n, which, when affixed directly to a verbal base *-qtal 66 (found, for example, in the Akkadian verbal noun, imperative, and infinitive, as well as the Hebrew suffix-conjugation, participle, and infinitive absolute) creates a word-initial triconsonantal cluster (**n=qtal). Although such clusters were permissible in pre-ProtoSemitic (and in contexts in PS where one of the consonants was an inflectional ending, such as *bnt "daughter" 67 ), they were not generally permissible in Proto-Semitic. In East and Northwest Semitic, this form inserted an anaptyctic vowel *a "between the monoconsonantal derivational prefix and consonant cluster-initial base," 68 yielding *na=qtal:
(2) *ø > a / #n__=CC {where n is the derivational morpheme on the verbal base *-qtal} 69 This innovation is paralleled in the causative Š-stem (cf. Heb. hipʿil) suffix-conjugation (*š=qtal > *ša=qtal [ > *ha=qtil in many daughter languages] 70 ). Thus, the nipʿal suffix-conjugation in Hebrew has acquired the form niqtal < *niqtal < PNWS *naqtal < PS *n=qtal.
A different situation gave rise to the N-stem prefix and infinitive forms. In prefixed forms, the verbal base naturally becomes medial, postposited as it is after the inflectional pronominal prefixes. Cross-Semitic comparison demonstrates that the verbal base of these forms was not *-qtal, as was that of the suffix-conjugation, 71 but rather *-qatil. 72 The affixation of the 64 Diem, "Entwicklung," 35-36 § §7-8; see similarly Bergsträsser, Einführung, [12] [13] and Blau, Phonology and Morphology, 229 §4.3.5.3.2n , and 233 §4.3.5.6.3. Blau relies on the principle of archaic heterogeneity to sustain this argument. 65 Garr, "Niphal," 147-53; Testen, "Arabic Evidence," 10-12. 66 Alongside the development of the derivational prefix/infix, it is possible and necessary to trace the verbal base onto which the derivational prefix/affix was appended. 67 Garr, "Niphal," 147-48 n. 27. 68 Ibid., 148. 69 Ibid. 70 Ibid., 148-49. 71 However, cf. the Arabic VII form infaʿala. 72 The verbal base in the Heb. nipʿal prefix-conjugation and infinitive can be traced to an original form *-qatil (i.e., Heb. yiqqātēl < *yi=n=qatil; see also Akk. preterite tapparis < *ta=n=qatil; Arab. prefix-conjugation tanqatil < *ta=n=qatil; and Ethiopic tānqalqǝl < *ta=n=qalqil); see Garr, 18 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES pronominal prefix with its vowel therefore not only avoids a triconsonantal cluster (**n=qtal), but it also alleviates any problematic word-initial biconsonantal clusters (*yi=n=qatal). In the infinitive forms, which lack inflectional pronoun prefixes, the biconsonantal cluster remained unalleviated in word-initial position (*n=qatil) in Proto-Semitic. Although such clusters were tolerated in Proto-Semitic, most of the daughter languages did not permit word-initial biconsonantal clusters and therefore developed a syllable to alleviate this cluster. The syllable was formed from two phonological segments, namely, an initial prothetic glottal stop (usually realized as ʾālep) and an accompanying prefix vowel. For example, this prefix syllable is preserved in both Arabic and Ethiopic, albeit in slightly different forms, and has evolved into the hi-prefix in Hebrew and Aramaic, as will be demonstrated below.
Despite its overall similarities with the other Central Semitic languages, Arabic presents a special case of morphosyntacticallyconstrained phonological developments. Various dialect-groups of Arabic have handled word-initial epenthesis differently. Nonclassical Arabic (NCArab. 73 ) represented the presence of the developed glottal stop by using an alif in its orthographic system (e.g., {ʾSM} /ʾism/ "name"). Classical Arabic (CArab.), however, does not pronounce the glottal stop when it adds the prothetic vowel, so the orthography inherited from NCArab. is pointed accordingly to reflect the presence of a word-initial vowel with no glottal stop (i.e., no hamza). 74 This omission of the glottal stop sign on words exhibiting the non-classical orthography with alif is indicative of CArab.'s lenition or quiescence of the glottal stop. For example, we may point to the NCArab. consonantal structure {ʾSM} (indicating a ubiquitous pronunciation /ʾismu/ [lacking nunation as well]), which is adjusted in CArab. to reflect a pronunciation /smun/, except in certain morphosyntactic environments, wherein the vowel is reinserted (or more accurately, preserved) 75 . The morphosyntactic environments conditioning the insertion (or rather, preservation) of this vowel may be found when "Niphal," 150. If David Yellin's theory is correct ("The Hippaʿel-Nifʿal Conjugation in Hebrew and Aramaic, and the assimilation of ‫ת‬ in the Hitpaʿel Conjugation," JPOS 4 [1924] , 85-106), then Hebrew and Aramaic may each display a form of the N-stem suffix-conjugation which is to be derived from an original PS *n=qatil base (but see below, n. 86). 73 We have taken the terminology "non-classical Arabic" from Fischer, Grammar, 12 §19. 74 A similar orthographic phenomenon is encountered in Biblical Hebrew's graphic preservation of quiescent ʾālep, e.g., in words such as ‫ֹאשׁ‬ ‫,ר‬ preserving the pronunciation /rōš/. This pronunciation was itself the product of normal development from an earlier *raʾš (through the Canaanite shift), which provided the orthography before operation of the shift. 75 Fischer, Grammar, 12 §19; see earlier M. Lambert, "L'élif wesla," JA 9/5 (1895), 224-34 (225-26) . "*CC-initial words…are in either sentence-initial position or pause; otherwise the vowel does not appear." 76 In many cases, of course, the consonant cluster was already alleviated naturally, since it followed a word ending in a vowel (e.g., qāla stamiʿ "He said, 'Listen!"). These are the cases in which the vowel does not appear. In cases where the word-initial consonantcluster is sentence-initial or follows pause, however, a vowel is inserted. This epenthetic vowel is written on the prothetic alif of the *CC-initial word (thus, orthographic {ʾSM} is augmented to reflect the pronunciation ʾismun "name"; see also ʾistamiʿ "Listen!" 77 ). This epenthetic insertion was simultaneously represented in the orthography through the addition of the glottal stop marker hamza.
Further conditioning environments eliciting the insertion of a vowel include cases in which a word ending in a consonant precedes the *CC-initial word. Here, sandhi operates in order to alleviate the tri-consonantal cluster. 78 In these cases, the inserted vowel is appended graphically to the preceding word, and the 76 Garr, "Niphal," 147. See also F. Philippi, "Das Alifu'l Waṣli," ZDMG 49 (1895) (or, synchronically, non-pronunciation) of the prothetic alif inherited from NCArab. is marked orthographically through the addition of the diacritic mark waṣla. Thus, the purely graphic prothetic alif is named alif waṣli or alif al-waṣl. For example, on the consonantal structure {MN ʾBNH}, rendering non-classical Arabic /min ʾibnihi/ "from his son," classical Arabic inserts vowels on the end of the preposition to render the pronunciation mini bnihi 79 ; see also {QLT ʾSTMʿ}, pronounced qālati stamiʿ < *qālat stamiʿ "She said, 'Listen!'" 80 Stated plainly then, the insertion in CArab. of the waṣla vowel on words originally beginning with two consonants is alleviated through either (a) word-initial epenthesis when in sentence-initial position; (b) epenthetic insertion of a vowel on the previous word when following a word ending in a consonant; or (c) through simple juxtaposition when following a word ending naturally in a vowel. But it is evident that CArab. demonstrates only one of many possible systems whereby word-initial consonant clusters could be alleviated. The graphic insertion of prothetic alif in NCArab. (and preserved graphically in the traditional spellings of CArab.) demonstrates that this dialect (or dialect-bundle) partook in the same epenthetic insertion of *ʾV-before a word-initial consonant cluster. Particularly important for the present study is the fact that this insertion occurred before consonant clusters comprised of -tR 1 -/-R 1 t-, as occurred in the other Central Semitic languages. If this epenthetic insertion may be generalized to Proto-Arabic, then CArab. has lost this insertion in all environments except sentenceinitial position and pause. Thus, the rule for NCArab. (=Proto-Arabic?), applicable to the Northwest Semitic languages as well, may be schematized as: (3) *ø > ʾi / #__C=C(=)V 81 But it is also possible that this rule should be limited in its earliest application to situations in which the word occurred in sentence-initial or post-pausal position. In this case, CArab. would preserve the original system, in which the operation of sandhi could force the insertion of a vowel between a consonant-final word and a *CC-initial word, but in which the operation of sandhi 79 Fischer, Grammar, 12 §20; although contrast the alternate explanation of this form in Hämeen-Antilla, "Prothetic Vowel," 5-6. 80 For further discussion, see Philippi, "Alifu'l Waṣli," 188-92; Lambert, "L'élif wesla," 225-28; Hämeen-Antilla, "Prothetic Vowel," 305-13; but cf. Barth, "Grammatik," 7-10; idem, "Zur Frage der Nominalbildung," 695. 81 Garr, "Niphal," 153; rule (5). This development covers both the tG, in which the conditioning environment #tR 1 V (i.e., #__t=R 1 V) obtains, and the Gt, in which the infixed-t slightly alters the system of morphemic boundaries, yielding the environment #R 1 tV (i.e., #__R 1 =t[=]V). Strictly speaking, the rule operates in Arabic without the first morphemic boundary as well (i.e., #__CCV); but cf. the following note.
in the form of rule (3) could also be blocked if a vowel preceded the word-initial *CC-cluster.
Similarly to CArab., the epenthetic syllable resulting from rule (3) is preserved in Ugaritic (e.g., ʾištmʿ [/ʾištamaʿ/ < *štamaʿ] "listen!" [m.sg.] [KTU 1.16 VI 42] ). 82 However, when connected by sandhi to a preceding conjunction, the imperative in Ugaritic is realized without the epenthetic prefix as the following imperative form makes clear: ištmʿ wtqġ /ʾištamaʿ wa[t]taqaġ/ "give heed and attune your ear"; KTU 1.16.VI.29-30, 42. 83 As Garr notes, in Ugaritic specifically "[t]he prothetic syllable…is sensitive to the derivational boundary separating the initial two consonants," in that its insertion occurs only when this boundary is present. 84 Thus, the evidence from Ugaritic indicates that the phenomenon obtained in Northwest Semitic as well, at least in limited environments or under sporadically operating constraints; it is only the conditioning environment that comprises the primary distinction between Arabic and Northwest Semitic. In fact, CArab. seems to be the outlier among the Central Semitic languages in its non-operation of sandhi or the loss of epenthetic insertion preceding the consonant cluster occasioned by the addition of derivational *t.
The Ethiopic N-stem suffix-conjugation (ʾanqalqala < *n=qalqala) and imperative (ʾanqalqǝl < *n=qalqil) exhibited nearly identical insertions to those made in Central Semitic, with the difference that the inserted vowel is an *a-vowel instead of an *ivowel: 82 The same epenthetic insertion is seen already in the linguistic (Canaanite?) antecedents of the biblical GN's ʾeštāʾōl, ʾeštĕmōaʿ, and so on (all apparently derived from an earlier *ʾitqatVl). 83 Hebrew, and Sivan, Grammar, 32, 138. 84 Garr, "Niphal," 153. We might generalize this principle to Northwest Semitic as a whole, citing the alleviation of the biconsonantal, mono-morphemic Proto-Semitic cluster *bn "son" in Hebrew and Aramaic through the insertion of a medial anaptyctic vowel (PS *bn > Heb. ben, Aram. bar; D. Testen, "The Significance of Aramaic r < *n," JNES 44 [1985], 143-46) . In contrast, Arabic usually alleviates an initial consonant cluster through sandhi or with the insertion of alif al-waṣl, regardless of whether the cluster spans a morphemic boundary (PS *bn > Arab.
[ʾi]bn).
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JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES (4) *ø > ʾa / #__C=C(=)V However, South Semitic appears to have alleviated the initial consonant cluster of the tG-stem differently from Central Semitic. Here, too, we find the insertion of an epenthetic vowel *a in Ethiopic, but that insertion follows-rather than precedes-the derivational prefix *t-. See, for example, the Ethiopic suffixconjugation (taqat[a]la), imperative (taqatal), and infinitive (taqatǝlo [t] ), all of which can be described with rule (5): (5) *ø > a / #t__=C In this regard, the development of the tG-stem in Ethiopic as described by rule (5) is somewhat convergent with the rule in Akkadian and Northwest Semitic whereby the word-initial consonant cluster in the N-stem infinitive, etc., was similarly alleviated by the insertion of *a (see rule [2] above). South Semitic thus demonstrates a slightly different development from that of Central Semitic's tG-stem and rules (4) and (5) may therefore be excluded from the remainder of the discussion.
In contrast, the Hebrew hitpaʿel suffix-conjugation (hitqattēl < *t=qattil 85 ) and the unprefixed Arabic VIII form suffixconjugation (iqtatala < *q=t=atal), not to mention imperative and infinitive forms as well, all exhibit the same prefixation of the initial epenthetic vowel described above as rule (3) . 86 As noted above, this 86 Arabic behaves normally here, since it attaches the epenthetic vowel to the same verbal base in the suffix-conjugation (iqtatala < *q=t=atal) and prefix-conjugation (yaqtatilu < *yi=q=t=atil=u). As Garr has noted ("Niphal," 144-45), Hebrew displays two different bases for its formation of the nipʿal suffix-conjugation (niqtal < *n=qtal) and prefix-conjugation, etc. (yiqqatēl < *yi=n=qatil). However, in 1924 D. Yellin put forth an argument that we should recognize an allomorph of the typical nipʿal suffix-conjugation which has been misanalyzed as a tG-stem wherein the derivational *n-prefix has assimilated to R 1 ("Hippaʿel-Nifʿal," 85-106). A similar argument had been advanced earlier by I. Eitan, "Light on the History of the Hebrew Verb," JQR 12 (1921 -1922 , 25-32; see also W.F. Albright, "The Hebrew nippaʿʿel in the Light of Comparative Philology," JQR 13 (1923) , 503-5; cf. H. Distenfeld, "Was There a Form ‫ﬠֵ‬ ‫פַּ‬ ‫נִ‬ ‫ל‬ in Early Hebrew?" JQR 13 (1923), 337-42 . But a more reasonable derivation of, for example, the anomalous suffix-conjugation verb ‫י‬ ‫אתִ‬ ‫בֵּ‬ ‫נַּ‬ ‫הִ‬ (Ezek 37:10) is from a hitpaʿel stem (e.g., Bauer and Leander, Historische Grammatik, 198 §15g; and recently J.S. Baden, "Hithpael and Niphal in Biblical Hebrew: Semantic and Morphological Overlap," VT 60 [2010], 33-44) . This explanation posits the development *hitnabbiʾtī > insertion is unnecessary in prefixed forms such as the Hebrew hitpaʿel prefix-conjugation (yitqattēl < *yi=t=qattil), in which the inflectional pronominal prefix naturally alleviates the word-initial consonant cluster. However, Hebrew and some forms of Aramaic have clearly undergone an additional phonological development, namely the analogical development of *ʾ > h. Garr plausibly suggests that in those languages exhibiting the lenition *š > h in the causative stem, 87 "[t]he overt, consonantal marker of the derived, causative stem-h-is borrowed by the t-stems." 88 Although not a sound-rule, per se, since its operation occurs in an ad hoc manner through analogical extension, this development may be schematized as:
(6) *ʾi → hi / #__C=C(=)V 89
hinnabbē(ʾ)tî, in which the derivational *t assimilated unpredictably to R 1 (thus, *t > n). These phonemes' common feature as dental-alveolars may help to explain cases of unexpected assimilation; for further argumentation, see J.M. Hutton, "Total or Partial Assimilation of Derivational-*T ‫)ת(‬ in the Biblical Hebrew Hitpaʿel?" JNSL 37.2 (2011), 27-48. It should not go unnoticed, as Rendsburg has pointed out to us (personal communication) , that three nipʿal forms commencing in hinnacan be found in the immediately preceding verses (Ezek 37:7, 9 [2x] ). Yellin's theory would posit that the mispointed hinnabē(ʾ)tî (notice omission of gemination in R 2 ) had developed instead from an original *hinnabiʾtī < PNWS *innabiʾtī < PS *n=nabiʾ=tī. In either case, the preservation of this and similar forms in Biblical Hebrew has two benefits for the present paper. First, it allows us to recognize that the verbal base of this allomorph could originally have been *-qatil (or *-qatal; cf. the Aramaic ippeʿal, as adduced by Yellin, "Hippaʿel-Nifʿal," 97-98; see also below, section III). Second, it provides the identical pattern for the Hebrew N-stem verbs (or perhaps more appropriately nG-stem?) to that of the tG-stem verbs presented below. 87 For this development, see, e.g., W. Leslau, "Le rapport entre š et h en semitique," Annuaire de l 'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves 7 (New York: Éditions de l'Institut, 1944), 265-72; M.M. Bravmann, "The Semitic Causative-Prefix š/sa," Mus 82 (1969) 19. Juni 1993 (AOAT, 240; Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1995), 517-28. 88 Garr, "Niphal, " 154; see earlier, e.g., Moscati, Introduction, 128. 89 Garr, "Niphal, " 154, rule (6) . We use here an arrow (→) to signify the analogical development rather than the sign of the sound change used by Garr (>) . The development is, strictly speaking, not a sound change, because it does not occur in all cases of word-initial *ʾiC=C(=)V, only those cases where word-initial *ʾi has developed by the prothetic rule (3), above. Technically, Garr's formulation of the rule as *ʾi > hi / #__C=C(=)V would include cases of the tG/Gt-stem prefix-conjugation in the 1.c.sg. as 24 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES By this analogical development, then, the Hebrew hipʿil has lent its initial segment to the hitpaʿel and, most likely, to any remnants of the archaic tG-stem (see, e.g., the Hebrew verb hitpāqĕdû, discussed below in section II.c). It is the sporadic operation of this analogical shift that is to be credited with the variety of forms of the Aramaic tG-, tD-, and related stems. Biblical Aramaic exhibits both hit-and ʾit-forms, as demonstrated by the pairings: hitpeʿel ‫ה‬ ‫לָ‬ ‫טָ‬ ‫קְ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ ‫לְ‬ "to be killed" (Dan 2:9) vs. ʾitpeʿel: ‫רוּ‬ ‫קַ‬ ‫ﬠֲ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫אֶ‬ "they were plucked up" (Dan 7:8) and hitpaʿal: ‫בוּ‬ ַ ‫דּ‬ ‫נַ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "they offered freely" (Ezra 7:15) vs.ʾitpaʿal: ‫טוּ‬ ‫ﬠַ‬ ‫יָ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫אִ‬ "they have consulted" (Dan 6:8) The hi-prefixed forms uninflected by pronominal prefixes are not infrequent in Biblical Aramaic, comprising twenty occurrences of these diagnostic forms: ‫ה‬ ‫לָ‬ ‫טָ‬ ‫קְ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ ‫לְ‬ "to be killed" (Dan 2:9); ‫ה‬ ‫לָ‬ ‫הָ‬ ‫בְּ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ ‫בְּ‬ "with hurrying" (Dan 2:25; 3:24; 6:20) ; ‫ת‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫זֶ‬ ‫גְּ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "it was cut out" (Dan 2:34, but cf. ‫ת‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫זֶ‬ ‫גְּ‬ ְ ‫ת‬ ִ ‫א‬ in Dan 2:45); ‫ח‬ ‫כַ‬ ‫תֲּ‬ ‫שְׁ‬ ‫הִ‬ ‫ח(‬ ‫כַ‬ ‫תְּ‬ ‫שְׁ‬ ‫)הִ‬ or ‫ת‬ ‫חַ‬ ‫כַ‬ ‫תְּ‬ ‫שְׁ‬ ‫הִ‬ "it was found" (Dan 2:35; 5:11, 12, 14, 27; 6:5, 23, 24; Ezra 6:2) ; ‫י‬ ‫לִ‬ ‫מְ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "he was full" (Dan 3:19) ; � ַ ‫ר‬ ‫חָ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "it was singed" (Dan 3:27); ‫חִ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ ‫צוּ‬ "they trusted (i.e., were washed clean)" (Dan 3:28); ‫תָּ‬ ‫מְ‬ ‫רוֹמַ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "you were astonished" (Dan 5:23, but cf. ‫ם‬ ַ ‫תּוֹמ‬ ְ ‫שׁ‬ ֶ ‫א‬ "he was astonished" in 4:16); ‫י‬ ‫בִּ‬ ‫נַ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "he prophesied" (Ezra 5:1); and ‫בוּ‬ ַ ‫דּ‬ ‫נַ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "they offered freely" (Ezra 7:15) or ‫בוּת‬ ָ ‫דּ‬ ‫נַ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫הִ‬ "what is offered freely" (Ezra 7:16). Diagnostic forms with the ʾi-prefix are limited to six occurrences: ‫ת‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ‫זֶ‬ ‫גְּ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫אִ‬ "it was cut out" (Dan 2:35); ‫נּוּ‬ ‫תַּ‬ ‫שְׁ‬ ‫אֶ‬ (Q ‫י‬ ‫נִּ‬ ‫תַּ‬ ‫שְׁ‬ ‫)אֶ‬ "it was changed" (Dan 3:19) ; ‫ם‬ ַ ‫תּוֹמ‬ ְ ‫שׁ‬ ֶ ‫א‬ "he was astonished" (Dan 4:16); ‫טוּ‬ ‫ﬠַ‬ ‫יָ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫אִ‬ "they have consulted" (Dan 6:8); ‫רוּ‬ ‫קַ‬ ‫ﬠֲ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫אֶ‬ (Q ‫ה‬ ָ ‫ר‬ ‫קַ‬ ‫ﬠֲ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫)אֶ‬ "they were plucked up" (Dan 7:8); and ‫ת‬ ‫יַּ‬ ִ ‫ר‬ ‫כְּ‬ ‫תְ‬ ‫אֶ‬ "it was grieved" (Dan 7:15). That this variation is to be assigned to diachronic development in a single branch of Aramaic is doubtful. Far more likely, we believe, is that it exhibits signs of Aramaic's dialectal variation.9 0 F 90 well; i.e., *ʾiltaḥam "I (will) fight with" (cf. KAI 181:11, 15) would have become **hiltaḥam. Shift (6) No matter the eventual realization of the derivational morpheme's initial consonant, the preceding argument has shown that the origin of both Hebrew derivational affixes */hit-/ (in suffix-forms) and */-t-/ (in prefix-forms) of the derived t-stems, as well as the Aramaic prefix */ʾit-/, is most compellingly traced to a single original (and monoconsonantal) prefix *t-. 91 This evidence best explains the distribution and variant forms of the prefixed and infixed derivational *t throughout the Semitic languages, and may be traced as far back as an indefinite reflexive pronoun in AfroAsiatic. 92
II.C. THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE HEBREW tG-STEM
Hebrew displays a few indicators that at one time, it too had a productive tG-stem. In Canaanite place names we encounter several frozen Gt forms with the morphological configuration /ʾeptāʿVl/ or /ʾeptĕʿVl/ (e.g., ʾeštāʾōl: ; Garr, "Niphal, . Incidentally, the developmental variation between the hi-prefix of the Hebrew hipʿil (< PS *š) and the hi(t)-prefix of the Hebrew hitpaʿel and Aramaic hitpeʿel and hitpaʿal (< *ʾi[t]-<PS *t-) can provide a solution to another crux that has puzzled epigraphers for some time. In her initial assessment of the language of the Deir ʿAllā inscription, J.A. Hackett exhibited some discomfort with the variance between the hê-preformative on the causative (C-stem) hqrqt ("she chased, banished"; I 15) alongside the ʾālep-preformative on the tD-(or tG-) stem verb ʾtyḥdw (I 5) (J.A. Hackett, The Balaam Text from Deir ʿAllā [HSM, 31; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1984], 119-20) . In light of the convergent development exhibited by the originally distinct prefix consonants, the two forms must be explained as deriving from a point in the language's development at which rule (3) had operated (thus, ʾtyḥdw [rendering /ʾityVḥḥidū/ < *t=yVḥḥidū/]), while analogical shift (6) had not yet taken effect. This non-operation of shift (6) preserved the distinction between the hê-prefixed C-stem hqrqt and the ʾālep-prefixed tD-/tG-stem ʾtyḥdw. 93 The two occurrences of ʾeltĕqē use divergent orthographies: in the former, the final vowel is marked with hê, in the latter with ʾālep. Nonetheless, there seems to be no significant distinction here, and the difference is solely orthographic. which was subjected to the Canaanite shift and metathesis of the derivational *t and the first root radical. 95 As opposed to the form preserved by these Canaanite toponyms, the tG-stem of the Hebrew language did not undergo metathesis of the derivational tāw-and the following radical. Moreover, it would appear that the form remained productive only in a few roots, and only for a limited time. As several commentators have argued, we should not discount the probability that most originally tG-stem verbs in Hebrew have been reanalyzed and pointed as tD forms (i.e., hitpaʿel) subsequent to the loss of the tG-stem's productivity. 96 √ḤRH and √PWṢ. 99 Yet even operating with the recognition that Hebrew at one time contained a tG-stem that was subsequently lost, the variety of preserved forms causes some confusion. Most problematically, the suffixed inflection occurs in at least two different forms:
( wayyitpāqēd: Judg 21:9. From these four preserved forms of the Hebrew tG, it is clear that our solution must account for the following:
(1) the three-fold variation of the prefix displaying an epenthetic vowel alternatively before (i.e., hit-, ʾit-102 ) and after (ti-) the derivational *t; (2) the presence (in non-Hebrew [?] Canaanite) or absence (in Hebrew) of metathesis between the affixed derivational tāw and the first radical (ʾeltĕqōn 103 vs.
99 Cf. GKC, 151 §54l. Blau has argued that √ḤRH, along with a few other roots, actually manifests a tC-stem form ("Über die t-Form," 387-88; but cf. the refutation of this position in Tropper, "T-Verbalstämme," 419-21, esp. 421). 100 Lambdin, "Philippi's Law Reconsidered," 135-45. 101 Following Testen, "Arabic Evidence," 5. 102 Compare also ʾeštôlĕlû "they were despoiled" (Ps 76:6). Although this word's vowel pointing diverges from the tG/Gt-stem forms adduced here, and may be compared more favorably to the tL-stem (Arabic VIform, Diem's t3 ["Entwicklung"] ), the prefix ʾe-< *ʾi-displays a similar stage of the development.
103 W. Borée argued that this category of toponym should be traced to the common Hebrew tD (hitpaʿel), and displayed the normal metathesis of sibilants with the derivational tāw (e.g., *ʾitšammVʿ > ʾeštĕmōaʿ). He argued that the lāmed in ʾeltĕqē and ʾeltĕqōn and Mesha Inscription ʾltḥm acted like a sibilant in some dialects (Die alten Ortsnamen Palästinas [Leipzig: 30 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES hitpāqĕdû); and (3) the form of the verbal base to which the affixed tāw was attached (suff.-conj. *-qtVl or *-qatVl-104 ; inf. *-qatāl; pref.-conj. *-qatil). 105 Because criterion (2) involves two different language groups (non-Hebrew Canaanite with metathesis of the tG-stem derivational prefix vs. Hebrew), it can remain undiscussed in the following presentation, which proceeds from a Hebrew-languageinternal standpoint. (Criterion [2] is thus assumed to be inoperative in the following discussion). We handle criteria (1) and (3) here in reverse order.
Verbal Base of the Hebrew tG-Stem
Before the original form of the derivational prefix may isolated and the conditions of its development described, we must reckon with the verbal base of the tG/Gt-stem. The verbal base of the tG-stem suffix-conjugation and prefix-conjugation in Hebrew is difficult to isolate with any certainty, since it requires first of all the supposition that the tG was, in fact, productive and secondly the assumption that it can be traced through cross-Semitic comparison. Unfortunately, such comparison proves to be inconclusive with respect to the vowel pattern of the tG-stem verbal base(s). In Arabic, the base of the Gt-(VIII)-stem suffix-conjugation was *-qatal (e.g., [i] Pfeiffer, 1930] , 70). However, Elitzur suggests a more reasonable approach: the absence of any gemination of the second radical and the conformity of the toponyms to the Arabic VIII maṣdar, or verbal noun, suggest a derivation from the tG/Gt-stem (Ancient Place Names, 150 §31.3; see also Testen, "Arabic Evidence," 5). Lieberman points out that these place names are not necessarily Hebrew in origin ("Afro-Asiatic Background," 613 n. 205; cf. Bauer, "Kanaanäische Miszellen," 410).
104 Diem reconstructs the suffix-conjugation base as *-qatal, which then became *-qtal in some forms through syncope ("Entwicklung, " 37 §9, (45) (46) (47) . 105 The reduction of the vowel between the first and second radicals leads Testen ("Arabic Evidence," 5) to posit two possible verbal bases: *(ʾi)štaʾāl > ʾeštāʾōl but *(ʾi)štimāʿ > ʾeštĕmōaʿ. Although this differentiation is a possibility, the nature of this first vowel will not be further discussed here. 106 For these forms, see the charts in Fischer, Grammar, 240; and Bennett, Comparative Semitic Linguistics, 104. 107 The long *ī thematic vowel presumably developed here as a response to the open syllable formed by the suffixation of the 3.m.pl.
conjugation (BA yitqǝtēl [e.g., yitʿăbēd, Dan 3:29] , cf. Syr. nētqǝtēl / nētqǝtīl), and participle (BA mitqǝtēl [e.g., mityǝhēb, Ezra 4:20] , cf. Syr. mētqǝtēl / mētqǝtīl). The verbal base of the infinitive, however, was most likely *-qatāl (BA hitqǝtālâ [e.g., lǝ-hitqǝṭālâ, Dan 2:13]; cf. the Canaanite toponyms mentioned above with form ʾeqtǝtōl). 108 The evidence from Ugaritic is sparse, thanks to its general orthographic lack of vowels, combined with complications occasioned by the possibility of syncope of the theme vowel. 109 Thus, while there is not much explicit evidence for the verbal base of the tG-stem suffix-conjugation and prefix-conjugation forms in Hebrew, the language's closest relatives demonstrate verbal bases in the *-qatal or *-qatil categories, perhaps with passive and active semantic values, respectively.
Hebrew-internal evidence is ambiguous as well. Because it provides evidence of a *t-prefixed verbal stem in which the middle radical lacked gemination, the verbal root √PQD may be the most secure root on which to base our judgment. Unfortunately, this root does not appear frequently enough to provide incontrovertible evidence concerning the vowels in the stem's paradigmatic verbal base. The thematic vowel has been reduced in each exemplar because of the addition of 3.m/c.pl. suffixes (cf. the prefix-form [way-]yitpāqĕdû [Judg 20:15] and the suffix-form hitpāqĕdû [Judg 20:15, 17] ), allowing us to posit at best an original *-qatVl base. Neither does the verbal form tirgaltî allow us to make a definitive judgment concerning the verbal base of the tG-stem suffixconjugation, since it too can be derived either from *-qtVl or *-qVtVl (see below). However, comparing the two verbal forms hitpāqĕdû and tirgaltî side-by-side may prove instructive. The former verb corroborates a vowel *a between R 1 and R 2 , as was suggested by cross-Semitic comparison. 110 Evidence from the latter verbal exemplar would limit the thematic vowel to *a or *i (> a by languages rather than to any perceived origin in a nominal for which we have no evidence. Although the various semantic functions of the tG-stem are quite difficult to pin down with any certainty, we can say with some degree of assurance that the word ‫י‬ ‫תִּ‬ ‫לְ‬ ‫גַּ‬ ְ ‫ר‬ ‫תִּ‬ is unlikely to denote causative verbal action. Through this recognition, we would therefore recommend that the two predominant ways of translating the word causatively (i.e., "I taught to walk" and "I led") be given up. Only through a more linguistically sophisticated exegesis of the text of Hosea 11:1-4 will this word yield its semantic secrets. 
APPENDIX A: BIBLIOGRAPHIC EXCURSUS OF SEMITIC t-STEM FORMS
